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Window Seat
BY LINDA

M.

PAVONETTI

WITH REVIEWS BY LORI

A.

BEACH AND LEAH VAN BELLE

T,

here are numerous methods we can employ to select books for our classroom. Some are far better than
others. Take, for example, luck. I walked into my local children's book store last week and found a book that
had really wanted to review in this column. That was good luck. However, I did not see that same book on
the shelves of the large chain stores in my neighborhood-not good luck. How did I know that I even wanted to
review the book? I had read other reviews and a lot of listserv "chatter" about it during the past few weeks.

Reviews are probably the best way to select books for our curriculum or for recreational reading. Some of my
favorite reviewing resources are the Horn Book Magazine http://www.hbook.com/, Booklist http://www.ala.org/
ala/booklist/booklist.htm, the Bulletin http://www.lis.uiuc.edu/puboff/bccb/, and School Library Journal http:
//www.schoollibraryjournal.com/index.asp. I believe that Book Links http://www.ala.org/ala/products/periodicals/
booklinks/booklinks.htm, an American Library Association publication, is the best value for a teacher's dollar.
It is not a reviewing journal, per se, but instead a curriculum planning aid that connects curricular units with
books and other media. The Horn Book Guide http://www.hbook.com/guide.shtml is different from the magazine
of the same name in that it is published twice each year and ranks (from 1-6) every book published, whether
it was reviewed in the magazine or not. The summaries are necessarily brief, but if there are problems with
a book, Horn Book writers pull no punches in detailing the book's faults. Each volume includes 6,000 or more
books that are leveled by age, topic, and for the nonfiction entries, by subgenre. The books are also indexed by
topic, author, and illustrator.
There is another way to select books that many of us have come to depend on: awards. This issue's column is
a combination of award-winning books: the Michigan Reading Association's 2005 Great Lakes Great Books
winners and another award you may not know-the Orbis Pictus Award for Excellence in Nonfiction for Youth.
This award is presented by the National Council of Teachers of English and is the most senior of all awards for
informational books for children (and young adults). We did not have the space to do more than list the Orbis
Pictus winners but where applicable, we noted our reviews from previous issues.
We also have included our regular feature that highlights Michigan authors and illustrators so you'll know what
your neighbors are publishing. And yes, we have some of our new favorites, including the one I found at Halfway
Down the Stairs-Michael Rosen's Sad Book.

The 2005 MRA Great Lakes Great Books Award
K-1 Winner

Lisa Thiesing
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Thiesing, Lisa. (2002). The Viper. New York: Dutton. 32 pp. ISBN: 0-525-46892-7
(Hardcover); $13.99.
The Viper is based on an old joke extended to a 32-page easy reader. In order to
understand it, one only needs an elementary understanding of accents. When Peggy
answers her phone one Friday, a deep, husky voice responds, "I am zee Viper. I vill
come in 1 year" (p. 6). The remainder of the book shows a carefree-and just a wee
dim witted-Peggy proceeding through her year. "The Viper? How odd! ... 1 year. Well,
that's 12 whole months from now. 365 days. Not to worry" (p. 7). Not knowing exactly
what a viper is, Peggy finally pulls out her dictionary after 11 months and another call.
"Violet ... violin ... Ah! Viper! A fanged, poisonous snake! Oh, my!" (p. 12). The semantic
tease is eventually disclosed after numerous additional phone calls. This is just the kind
of joke that will elicit howls of hilarity from 6- and 7-year-olds and groans from parent
and teachers.
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Honor Books
Kasza, Keiko. (2003). My Lucky Day. New York: G.P. Putnam's Sons.
Unpaged. ISBN: 0-399-23874-3 (Hardcover); $15.99.
As Fox prepares to go a'hunting, there's a rap on his door. Outside is a
very dirty and frightened Piglet, who is immediately grabbed by Fox.
"This must be my lucky day! ... How often does dinner come knocking on
the door?" As oven-ready Piglet nears the stove, he reminds Fox that he's
a piglet and everyone knows pigs are dirty. Fox starts a fire, totes water,
and scrubs Piglet until he's pink and clean. With each step toward the
oven, Piglet reminds Fox about one of his shortcomings-too skinny, too
tough-until Fox drops from exhaustion and Piglet escapes. However, the
last, and best laugh is still a page turn away as little Piglet prepares for
his next adventure. Keiko Kasza's gouache illustrations are an engaging
complement to this subtly comic text.
Paye, Won-Ldy, & Lippert, Margaret H. (2003). Mrs. Chicken
and the Hungry Crocodile. (Julie Paschkis, Illus.). New York:
Henry Holt. Unpaged. ISBN: 0-8050-7047-8 (Hardcover);
$16.95.
"Pride goeth before a fall" was one of my mother's favorite aphorisms-and it's an apt moral for at least part of this Dan tale from
Liberia. Mrs. Chicken is so proud of her reflection, she rushes to
the river to get a better look. Mrs. Crocodile is waiting for dinner
and snaps her jaws around Mrs. Chicken's leg. When Crocodile
informs the bird of her desire to eat her, Chicken responds, "You
SHOULDN'T eat me." Of course Crocodile asks "Why not?"
'"Because,' said Mrs. Chicken, 'I'm your SISTER."' "Hawh, hawh,
hawh" was Mrs. Crocodile's reply-until both Mrs. Chicken's and
Mrs. Crocodile's eggs hatched on the same day. The colors and
patterns in Julie Paschkis' gouache illustrations are evocative
of African Kinte cloth. A version of this tale was previously
published in Why Leopard Has Spots: Dan Stories from Liberia
(1998).

Keiko

Kasza

&

Won-Ldy Paye
Margaret H. Lippert

Illustrated

by Julie

Paschkis

2-3 Winner
Keller, Laurie. (2003). Arnie the Doughnut. New York:
Henry Holt. Unpaged. ISBN: 0-8050-6283-1
(Hardcover); $16.95.
Laurie Keller, author and illustrator of The Scrambled
State ofAmerica (1998) and Open Wide: Tooth School
Inside (2000) has produced her wackiest volume ever.
''Arnie turned out to be just the kind of doughnut he
hoped he'd be-chocolate-covered with bright-colored
candy sprinkles." Contrary to Arlene Sardine (Raschka,
1998) who dreamed of being a sardine and eventually
eaten, Arnie is shocked when he realizes he is about to
be consumed. He and Mr. Bing, his purchaser, negotiate
an appropriate compromise so that Arnie and he can live
in affable camaraderie. This is one of my favorite read
alouds-for children and adults.
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Honor Books
Byars, Betsy. (2001). Little Horse. (David McPhail, Illus.). New York: Henry Holt. 45 pp. ISBN: 0-8050-6413-3
(Hardcover); $15.95.
Betsy Byars, Newbery author of The Summer of the Swans (1970), introduces Little
Horse in this early chapter book for 2nd- and 3rd-grade readers. The 12 chapters and
text-intensive layout makes this seem like a "more grown-up" offering, but without
David McPhail's pen and ink illustrations the text would be quite difficult for most
readers in this age group. It is not until half-way through the book that readers realize
Little Horse is not what we think: he is a miniature horse; more exactly, he is the size
of a toy horse from a Fisher-Price animal farm-about 3 or 4 inches high. It is at this
point that children's imaginations will be engaged, imagining they are the child who
becomes Little Horse's owner. Read this aloud to your class but be prepared with extra
copies so everyone can take it home to read again and again.
Kimmel, Eric A. (2003). Three Samurai Cats:A Story from Japan. (Mordicai Gerstein,
Illus.). New York: Holiday House. Unpaged. ISBN: 0-8234-1742-5 (Hardcover);
$16.95.
"There was once a daimyo, a powerful lord, whose castle was occupied
by a savage rat." So begins Eric Kimmel's interpretation of a Japanese tale that sets a bulldog daimyo, two young samurai cats and an
ancient, tattered and decrepit samurai cat against a vicious rat. The
old samurai cat "allowed his opponent to defeat himself. It is the lesson we teach here all the time, though few ever truly understand it ...
Draw strength from stillness. Learn to act without acting." Mordicai
Gerstein's anime-inspired art features multiple boxes on some pages,
as in graphic novels, along with double-page spreads. The overall effect
is frenetic-yet somehow peaceful-with rat, dog, and battling samurai
cats. Gerstein's pen and ink with oil paint illustrations will entrance
readers of all ages.

4-5 Winner
DiCamillo, Kate. (2003). The Tale of Despereaux: Being the Story of
a Mouse, a Princess, Some Soup, and a Spool of Thread. (Timothy B.
Ering, Illus.). Cambridge, MA: Candlewick Press. 267 pp. ISBN: 07636-1722-9 (Hardcover); $17.99. (Reviewed in the Fall, 2003 issue.)

Honor Books
Wargin, Kathy-Jo. (2003). The Edmund Fitzgerald: Song of the Bell.
(Gijsbert Van Frankenhuyzen, Illus.). Chelsea, MI: Sleeping Bear Press.
Unpaged. ISBN: 1-58536-126-7 (Hardcover); $17.95.

On November 9, 1975 the Edmund Fitzgerald, one of the largest
ships on the Great Lakes, lost all radar and began taking on water
as it fought gale-force winds, rain, and snow. The experienced crew
of 29 men was unconcerned-they had only 20 miles to Whitefish
Point and safety. Suddenly, the radio beacon that was guiding them
to the harbor disappeared. The last communication with the ship
came across at 7:10 pm-19:10 by the ship's clock-then suddenly
there was nothing. "The great ship had plunged to the bottom so fast
that no one may ever be sure what caused it to sink." Gijsbert Van
Frankenhuyzen's expressive paintings portray the crew's confidence
while capturing the storm's fury.
BY KATHY-JO WARGIN & ILLUSTRATED BY GIJSBERT VAN FRANKENHUYZEN
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Gantos, Jack. (2003). Jack Adrift: Fourth Grade Without a Clue. New York: Farrar
Straus and Giroux. 197 pp. ISBN: 0-374-39987-5 (Hardcover); $16.00.
Jack Adrift is the latest entry into the Jack Henry series, joining the antics of Jack
on the Tracks: Four Seasons of Fifth Grade (1999), Heads or Tails: Stories from the
Sixth Grade (1994), Jack's New Power: Stories from a Caribbean Year (1995), and
Jack's Black Book (1997). Jack's dad enlists in the Navy and the family moves to
Cape Hatteras to begin a new life. As a fourth-grader, Jack is caught between his
parents' divergent advice for making friends: his mom tells him to always tell the
truth, but his dad says, "Just look people right in the eye and tell them what they
want to hear" (p.5). Each chapter begins with hand-written stories-preludes to
upcoming events. The lined pages make the book appear more like a diary than a
novel. Great for reading independently or a whole-class read aloud.

6, 7 & 8 Winner
Mass, Wendy. (2003). A Mango-Shaped Space: A Novel. New York: Little Brown.
220 pp. ISBN: 0-316-52388-7 (Hardcover); $16.99.
Mia Winchell never realized her world-view differed from her family's or classmates' until third grade. She stood at the chalkboard, stymied by the math problem in front of her. Then she
picked up the colored chalk. That's when Mrs. Lowe, her teacher, told her to stop procrastinating. Mia explained
that she was simply writing the numbers in their true colors. "Then I heard it .... Freak. Except it sounded like
FREEEEK'' (p. 2). That day Mia learned to hide her colors from everyone, including her family and best friend.
It wasn't until she was 13 that she heard another word that changed her life:
synesthesia. This tale of a young teen's journey of self-discovery is one that will
touch readers on numerous levels.

Honor Books
Spinelli, Jerry. (2003). Milkweed. New York: Alfred A. Knopf. 208 pp. ISBN: 0375-81374-8 (Hardcover); $15.95. (Reviewed in Fall, 2003 issue).
Sedgwick, Marcus. (2003). The Dark Horse. New York: Random House/Wendy
Lamb Books. 217 pp. ISBN: 0-385-73054-3 (Hardcover); $15.95.
Marcus Sedgwick's fantasy for intermediate and early middle school students reads
like historical fiction-except for Mouse. Mouse is rescued by the hunters from a
pack of wolves that have raised her. She is welcomed into Sigurd's family, and the
two become as close as brother and sister. But Mouse is not a "normal" girl, and
some of the villagers fear her ability to communicate with animals. This is a dark
story that pits tribe against tribe and brother against sister-all fighting for their
existence. Fans of Rosemary Sutcliff's Viking novels will enjoy this offering.

New Picture Storybooks
Brisson, Pat. (2004). Mama Loves Me From Away. (Ill. by Laurie Caple). Honesdale,
PA: Boyds Mills Press. Unpaged. ISBN: 1-56397-966-7 (Hardcover); $15.95.
A touching first person narrative of the loving relationship between a daughter and
her mother, Mama Loves Me From Away is heartfelt yet filled with sadness. Despite
the special relationship that Sugar shares with her mother, she lives with her
Grammy while mother is away in jail. The focus is never on the crime or amount of
time spent away but how, despite the mother's mistake, the relationship endures. Pat
Brisson delivers a wonderful example of personal narrative writing that children
will relate to and will easily evoke connections with Jacqueline Woodson's Visiting
Day (2002). Laurie Caple's illustrations bring to life the story by capturing the
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emotions of Brisson's text. (LAB)

Gay, Michel. (2004). Zee Is Not Scared. New York: Clarion
Books. 29 pp. ISBN: 0-618-4391-5 (Hardcover); $15.00.

e
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Parents get to have all the fun-staying up late to watch a
scary movie. Zee is definitely not happy about having to go to
bed, but this little zebra's imagination soon provides entertainment enough as he uses his bed sheet to turn himself into a
ghost to scare his parents. Everything is great fun, until Mom
and Dad get into the game of hiding from the ghost by turning
out the lights-gulp! Luckily, Zee has a nightlight in his room,
and from the safety of his bed, he can assure Mom and Dad
that there are no more ghosts ... but just in case, Zee comforts
his parents by snuggling in between them so he can protect
them. (LVB)

V

Johnson, Angela. (2005). A Sweet Smell of Roses. (Ill. by Eric
Velasquez). New York: Simon & Schuster. Unpaged. ISBN: 0689-83252-4 (Hardcover); $16.95.
Two young sisters sneak out of their house to join in a civil rights march in this powerful first person narrative. Emotion drives the story as the sisters join forces with Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. on a civil rights march
where each step towards freedom reminds them of the sweet smell of roses. Angela Johnson pays fitting tribute
to the unsung heroes of the civil rights movement as we witness a march through a child's perspective. Eric
Velasquez's charcoal illustrations further evoke the emotion of the time with detail that reveals both the joy
and sadness of the march. Within many of the black and white drawings is a hint of red, a hint of freedom, a
hint of the need for change. A Sweet Smell of Roses is a must read, must have book to share with children of all
ages. (LAB)
Jones, Kelly. (2004). Mama. (Ill. K. Kewley.) Calabasas, CA: Stunt Publishing. Unpaged. ISBN: 0-9745930-0-1
(Hardcover); $13.95.
Baby Brother can only say one word, "MAMA," but that doesn't
mean that Big Sister doesn't understand what he's really saying;
he wants a playmate, some breakfast, to go to school with Sister,
to get out of the bathtub ... and yes, sometimes he wants Mama
herself. Sister takes on her role as the eldest child with humor and
patience, knowing how much Baby Brother wants to be just like
her. The illustrations are wonderful cut-paper cubist collages, with
colors so vibrant that the pages seem to vibrate. Cubism is rare in
picture books for young children, so it's exciting to see a book that
pays homage to Matisse's paper cut-outs and the work of Picasso
in a way that is sure to be engaging and visually exciting to even
the youngest of listeners and readers. (LVB)
Reynolds, Peter H. (2004). Ish. Cambridge, MA: Candlewick Press.
Unpaged. ISBN:0-7636-2344-X (Hardcover); $14.00.
For artists who at one time or another believed their work was just
okay-ish, for writers who suspected that their words were mediocre-ish, there is Ish to help them see the beauty
in every painting or story. Peter Reynolds introduces Ramon who, unlike Vashti in The Dot (2003), loves to
draw until his older brother asks, "What is that?" The simple question crushes Ramon's self-confidence until his
younger sister helps him see that his pictures are just -Ish. Reynolds' text and simple watercolor drawings are
more than just good-ish, and are sure to inspire anyone who insists on getting it just right. (LAB)
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Robberecht, Thierry. (2004). Angry Dragon. (Ill. P. Goossens.) New York: Clarion Books. 29 pp. ISBN: 0-61847430-7 (Hardcover); $15.00.
Children may be small, but they can experience very big feelings. One little
boy's fierce temper can make him feel like a fiery beast takes over his body
in a fuming rage: "The anger burns, and I can't keep it in. I spit out the
most awful words I know. 'I hate you!' A dragon never stops to think" (p. 14).
Fortunately the anger runs its course, amends are made, and Mom and Dad
are there to welcome back their little boy: "Now I can feel their hands on my
cheeks, and I can hear their soothing words. The dragon has disappeared,
and I'm back to a boy" (p. 26). The power of this story is the unconditional
love that a child finds from nurturing parents: '"Sometimes you're a real
dragon,' Dad says. 'But we love you anyway,' says Mom. I'm glad I'm myself
again, too. A dragon can't fit so snugly in their arms. A dragon can't tell
them, 'I love you, too.' But I can" (p. 28). (LVB)

Rosen, Michael. (2005). Michael Rosen's Sad Book. (Quentin Blake, Illus.).
Cambridge, MA: Candlewick Press. 32 pp. ISBN: 0-7636-2597-3
(Hardcover); $16.99.
Psychologists warn us that to gloss over children's anxieties may only affirm
and magnify them. Michael Rosen's Sad Book offers a way to approach a topic
that most adults want to deny: Children suffer from "the blues" just as adults
do. Rosen's open and frankly personal conversation-and it does seem like a face-to-face exchange-offers a
place to begin a discussion about grief. He shares his own grief and anger about his son's death, but he also
shares the good memories. He also confesses that sometimes he misbehaves because he is sad. In the end,
Rosen admits that some days are still sad and bleak, but his memories are what provide hope for the future.
Quentin Blake, Great Britain's first Children's Laureate and 2002 Hans Christian Andersen Award winner for
a lifetime achievement in children's literature, has illustrated this book in his signaGOIDIM I BYBD
ture scraggly line and watercolor style. Although there is color throughout, the overall
tone is gray, appropriate for a book about sadness.

IIMllDIB

Weinstock, Robert. (2004). Gordimer Byrd's Reminder. New York: Harcourt
Children's Books. Unpaged. ISBN: 0-15-204903-7 (Hardcover); $16.00.
Imagine leading a mundane, simple life where each and every day is the same, then
imagine what you would do with the discovery of some simple objects, magic objects.
Gordimer Byrd is just the bird, he is a dimpler in a thimble factory and as each day
runs into another, he looks for the magic around him. Gordimer however becomes
disenchanted with his latest magic pebble and creates a reminder that magic items
are absurd. But will Gordimer find the magic within? A delightful story with magical
illustrations that will become a favorite read aloud, Robert Weinstock's first book,
Gordimer Byrd's Reminder, will remind each ofus to look within and create or own
magic. (LAB)
Woodson, Jacqueline. (2004). Coming On Home Soon. (Illus. by E.B. Lewis). New
York: G.P. Putnam's Sons. Unpaged. ISBN: 0-399-23748-8 (Hardcover);
$16.99.
Once again the team that brought us The Other Side (Woodson, 2001a) delivers
the award-winning Coming On Home Soon. World War II and women must go to
work. Ada Ruth's mama travels to Chicago to find work since "they're hiring colored
women" with the men off to war. Ada Ruth's personal narrative evokes sadness over
missing her mother yet Ada Ruth finds solace in a homeless kitten while she awaits
the hope of news from mother. E.B. Lewis's Caldecott Honor Award illustrations
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capture the emotion and embrace the story. A must-have for any library and a wonderful connection for any
child who has felt the separation and family tragedy whether it be like Pat Brisson's Mama Loves Me From
Away or Jacqueline Woodson's Our Gracie Aunt (2001b). (LAB)

Ziefert, Harriet. (2005). 41 Uses for a Grandma. (Ill. A. Haley.) Maplewood, NJ: Blue Apple Books. Unpaged.
ISBN: 1-59354-070-1 (Hardcover); $12.95.
Ziefert, Harriet. (2005). 40 Uses for a Grandpa. (Ill. A. Haley.) Maplewood,
NJ: Blue Apple Books. Unpaged. ISBN: 1-59354-076-0 (Hardcover); $12.95.

40 USES
fov

a

GRANDPA
Han·iet Zie{evt

These books are composed of lists of silly and sweet ways in which children
and their grandparents delight in one another's company. Joined with
playful watercolor illustrations, the lists move away from the confines of
the stereotypical portrayal of grandparents to show these older persons as
vibrant members of the family. Grandma doesn't just sit in a rocking chair
and knit; among other things, she is a "hair braider," "keeper of secrets,"
"someone to love you when others may not," and even a "yoga teacher."
Grandpa is a "storyteller," "baker," "bug catcher," and a lively "dance partner."

(LVB)
Willems, Mo. (2005). Leonardo, the Terrible Monster. New York: Hyperion.
Unpaged. ISBN: 078685294-1 (Hardcover); $15.99. (Reviewed from galleys.)
Certain authors and illustrators understand children on a level that instinc41 U
tively puts them eyeball-to-eyeball with their audience. Robert McCloskey
{ 0 v cl
appreciates what losing a tooth means to Sal in One Morning in Maine
D
(1952), Bernard Waber recognizes Ira's anxieties when Ira Sleeps Over (1972),
D
c.
and of course, Lilly displays how empathetic Kevin Henkes is when she takes
her Purple Plastic Purse (1996) to school. Mo Willems confirms our suspicions
that he belongs to this rare breed of authors and illustrators who truly
identify with their audience. Willems' respect and understanding of children
is clearly demonstrated in his humorous Don't Let the Pigeon Drive the Bus
(2003) and Knuffle Bunny: A Cautionary Tale (2004)-both Caldecott Honor
books. However, Leonardo the Terrible Monster is in a class all its own. As
a monster, Leonardo is too small, too timid, too nice to be anything but a
terrible monster. But he is a thinker. "One day, Leonardo had an idea. He
would find the most scaredy-cat kid in the whole world ... and scare the tuna
salad out of him!" In apparent homage to childhood's most tuned-in chronicler, Leonardo bears a strong resemblance to several of Max's monster friends in Where the Wild Things Are (Sendak, 1963). This is as much a book
about finding and keeping a friend as it is a reflection on accepting ourselves.

GI'

5[5
J\N Ml\ ~

Easy Readers and Short Chapter Books
Danzinger, Paula. (2004). Second Grade Rules, Amber Brown. (Ill. by Tony Ross). New York: G.P. Putnam's Sons.
48pp. ISBN: 0-399-23472-1 (Hardcover); $13.99.
A is for Amber as she makes you giggle with each situation she encounters. B is for Books as she will entice the
reader to keep turning the page. In the fifth book of the A is for Amber series, Amber
Brown faces a new classroom rule-all desks must be clean. Anyone who knows Amber
will quickly understand the problem that lies ahead and anyone who has ever been to
school can relate to desk cleaning day. Second Grade Rules, Amber Brown is a terrific
way for younger readers to get to know the delightful character Amber Brown. Tony
Ross's amusing illustrations complete the story by adding to the fun. We are grateful
that Paula Danzinger created this wonderful character and developed this series for
younger readers before her untimely death. We will miss reading more stories about
Amber Brown who meets life's challenges head on. (LAB)
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Klein, Abby. (2004). Homework Hassles. (Ill. by John McKinley). New York: The Blue Sky Press. 9lpp. ISBN:
0-439-55599-X (Hardcover); $15.95.
The feisty first grader Freddy Thresher is back at it again with more trouble, homework trouble. His teacher
assigned an animal project, and Freddy has yet to decide which nocturnal animal to study.
When his best friend Robbie spends the night, the two sneak outside and the trouble continues. Freddy not only learns what nocturnal means but finds an animal that he can use for
his report. Once again Abby Klein puts Freddy in the middle of trouble, but it's the type of
trouble that every child can relate to. Hidden within John McKinley's pencil drawings is the
word "fin," for Freddy is a shark fanatic. Filled with animal facts, Homework Hassles and
Freddy are sure to be a hit. (LAB)

Older Readers
Balliett, Blue. (2004). Chasing Vermeer. (Ill. by Brett Helquist). New York: Scholastic Press.
254pp. ISBN: 0-439-37294-1 (Hardcover); $16.95.
Frequently called the da Vinci Code for children, Chasing Vermeer is a fast-paced mystery
involving a missing Vermeer painting and two ingenious sixth graders who not only unveil the mystery
behind the disappearance but discover the unique connections in their lives. Petra and Calder are Chicago
neighbors and classmates yet find little in common until an innovative teacher, Ms. Hussey, ignites a spark in
their curiosity. Blue Balliett's first novel creates a labyrinth of clues and mysteries for Petra and Calder as well
as the reader to unravel. Within this web are the delightful illustrations of Brett Helquist, Series of Unfortunate Events artist, who surreptitiously weaves his own clues within the illustrations. Chasing Vermeer will not
only have readers chasing down the clues but the artwork that inspired the mystery as well. (LAB)
Fortier, Natali. (2005). I Love... La Jolla, CA: Kane/Miller Book Publishers, Inc. 125 pp. ISBN: 1-929132-75-1
(Trade paperback); $11.95.
Originally published in France (J'aime ... ), this book explores the ways in which
little Clementine finds joy in the small moments of her everyday life. Some
delights are solitary, with a quiet poetic feeling, such as enjoying breathing on
a frosty windowpane to "trace a heart in the mist with my nose" (p. 20). Other
delights humorously speak to the way young children can discover a treasure in
even the most common of objects, like finding a piece of forgotten bubble gum and
chewing happily until it's once again "soft and good for blowing bubbles" (p. 124).
But the most poignant of the special moments arise from Clementine's interactions with her loving family. Whether it's putting her feet over those of her father
so he can dance her around the room or finding comfort in her stuffed bunny rabbit because it smells like Mama's perfume or sleeping at Grandma's house because
that means staying up extra late to watch a movie, Clementine knows what's
important in life-family. Her quiet musings are matched with evocative multimedia paintings, and the book itself is quite small in size, which is so appropriate for a book that celebrates
small moments. (LVB)
Wiles, Deborah. (2005). Each Little Bird that Sings. Orlando, FL: Harcourt. 247 pp. ISBN: 0-15-205113-9
(Hardcover); $16.00. (Read in galleys).
Some books have great openings-but Each Little Bird that Sings has a spectacular one: "I come from a
family with a lot of dead people" (p. 1). Comfort Snowberger, our narrator, explains how her great-uncle and
great-great-aunt died during the past six months, and how the downstairs of her house is full of dead people.
"Downstairs at Snowberger's, my daddy deals with death by misadventure, illness, and natural causes
galore" (p.1). It is not until the end of the first chapter, after great-uncle Edisto's death, that we understand
why Comfort is totally immersed in death. "We did what we always do when death comes calling ... We called
the relatives. We called our friends. We did not have to call the funeral home. We are the funeral home. I
wrote the obituary" (p. 10). Deborah Wiles populates the pages of this novel with characters who will win
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your heart. In addition to Comfort and her siblings, Merry and Tidings, there's her sometimesbest friend, Declaration Johnson, and the best casket-guarding funeral home dog in the world,
Dismay. As with Love, Ruby Lavender (Wiles, 2001), Wiles paints a lovingly imperfect family
that will take up permanent residence in your heart.

The Michigan Connection
Polacco, Patricia. (2005). Mommies Say Shhh. New York: Philomel Books. Unpaged. ISBN:
0-399-24341-0 (Hardcover); $16.99.
Patricia Polacco's latest offering will appeal to the pre-school set
who are into animal sounds. As each new animal arrives on the
PATRICIA POLACCO
scene, the children relate the new sounds: "Birds say cheep, cheep,
cheep. Squirrels say chee, chee, chee. Bunnies say nothing at all."
When the ruckus of children and animals grows to a mild roar,
Mommy, who's rocking a small baby, joins in with her "shhh, shhh,
_\.._O~~~\
shhh."
•
Lindbergh, Reeve. (2005). The Visit. (Wendy Anderson Halperin,
Illus.). New York: Dial Books for Young Readers. Unpaged. ISBN: 08037-1189-1 (Hardcover); $16.99.
A perfect summer book. Two sisters visit their aunt and uncle's farm
and spend the day exploring all that nature has to offer. Michigan
artist Wendy Anderson Halperin's watercolor and pencil illustrations
portray the poem's details in the normal fashion as well as through a
second illustrated storyline at the bottom of each page.
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Crum, Shutta. (2005). The Bravest of the Brave. (Tim Bowers,
Illus.). New York: Alfred A. Knopf. Unpaged. ISBN: 0-375-82637-8
(Hardcover); $15.95.
Recently retired Ann Arbor librarian Shutta Crum offers a novel
slant on the lullaby-counting book by using a skunk as her
narrator. Little skunk encounters 1 bandit (raccoon) and 2 ghosts
(owls) as well as other forest creatures on her way home where
she knows she's The Bravest of the Brave.

Young, Amy. (2005). Belinda in Paris. New York: Viking.
Unpaged. ISBN: 0-670-03693-5 (Hardcover); $15.99. Sequel to
Belinda, the Ballerina (Viking 2002).
Paris is abuzz with the news that Belinda will perform today.
Belinda is the only person who is not enthralled-because her
oversized ballet slippers were shipped to Pago Pago instead of
Paris. After a whirlwind and obstacle-laden tour of Paris (with
end notes identifying the actual Parisian landmarks), Belinda's
new slippers are ready and her performance is c'est magnifique!
Amy Young lives in western Michigan.
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Clements, Andrew. (2004a). Naptime for Slippers. (Janie Bynum,
Illus.). New York: Dutton Children's Books. 32 pp. ISBN: 0-52547287-8 (Hardcover); $12.99.
Clements, Andrew. (2004b). Slippers at home. (Janie Bynum, Illus.).
New York: Dutton Children's Books. 32 pp. ISBN: 0-525-471383 (Hardcover); $12.99.
Clements, Andrew. (2005). Slippers at School. (Janie Bynum, Illus.).
New York: Dutton Children's Books. 32 pp. ISBN: 0-52547138-3 (Hardcover); $12.99.
Andrew Clements, better known for his intermediate grade novels
Frindle (1996) and The Landry News (1999) has plunged into the
world of beginning readers with this triple entry. Slippers is a puppy
who naturally attracts trouble, like chewing shoes and baseball caps.
Janie Bynum's watercolor art blissfully chronicles the trials and
tribulations of living with a new puppy. Bynum lives in southwest
Michigan.

_by Andrew Clements
illustrated by

Janie 8,rnunt

Informational Books
Rumford, James. (2004). Sequoyah. (Translated by Anna Sixkiller Huckaby).
Boston: Houghton Mifflin Company. Unpaged. ISBN: 0-618-36947-3
(Hardcover); $16.00.
Sequoyah is a beautiful narration of one Cherokee man who set out to create a
written language for his people. As James Rumford chronicles Sequoyah's life with
both illustrations and text, readers learn of Sequoyah's struggle to create a writing
system that would encourage his people's literacy. The power of this book is that not
only does Rumford tell the story through his words and illustrations, but each page
is also translated into the Cherokee language by Anna Sixkiller Huckaby thereby
allowing the reader to see and experience the beauty of the language. (LAB)
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Orbis Pictus Award for Excellence
in Nonfiction for Children
(For past winners, visit the NCTE web site at http://www.ncte.org/elem/awards/orbispictus)

2005 Orbis Pictus Winner
Blumberg, Rhoda. (2004). York's Adventures with Lewis and Clark: An African-American's Part in the Great
Expedition. New York: HarperCollins. 88 pp. ISBN 0-06-009111-8 (Hardcover); $18.89.

Honor Books
Jenkins, Steve. (2004). Actual Size. Boston: Houghton Mifflin. Unpaged. ISBN 0-618-37594-5 (Hard Cover);
$16.00.
Hoose, Phillip. (2004) The Race to Save the Lord God Bird. New York: Farrar, Straus, and Giroux. 196 pp.
ISBN 0-374-36173-8 (Hard Cover); $20.00. (Reviewed in Fall, 2004 issue)
Giblin, James Cross. (2004). Secrets of the Sphinx. (Bagram Ibatoulline, Illus.). New York: Scholastic Press.
48 pp. ISBN 0-590-09847-0 (Hardcover); $17.95.
Burleigh, Robert. (2004). Seurat and La Grande Jatte: Connecting the Dots. New York: Harry N. Abrams in
association with Art Institute of Chicago. 32 pp. ISBN 0-8109-4811-7 (Hardcover) $17.95.
Freedman, Russell. (2004). The Voice that Challenged a Nation: Marian Anderson and the Struggle for
Equal Rights. New York: Clarion Books. 117 pp. ISBN 0-6181-5976-2 (Hardcover); $18.00. (Reviewed
in Fall, 2004 issue). For more information, visit The Marian Anderson Historical web site at http:
//www.mariananderson.org/
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Recommended Titles
Bausum, Ann. (2004). With Courage and Cloth: Winning the Fight for a Woman's Right to Vote. Washington,
DC: National Geographic. 111 pp. ISBN: 0-7922-7647-7 (Hardcover); $21.95.
Blacklock, Dyan. (2004). The Roman Army: The Legendary Soldiers Who Created an Empire. (David Kennett,
Illus.). New York: Walker. 48 pp. ISBN: 0-8027-8896-3 (Hardcover); $18.85.
Halls, Kelly Milner. (2004). Albino Animals. Plain City, OH: Darby Creek Publishers. 72 pp. ISBN 1-58196012-3 (Hardcover) 1-58196-016-6 (Paper); $18.95.
Levenson, George. (2004). Bread Comes to Life:A Garden of Wheat and a Loaf to Eat. (Shmuel Thaler, Illus.).
Berkeley, CA: Tricycle Press. Unpaged. 1-58246-114-7 (Hardcover); $15.95.
McWhorter, Diane. (2004). A Dream of Freedom: The Civil Rights Movement from 1954 to 1968. New York:
Scholastic. 160 pp. ISBN: 0-439-57678-4 (Hardcover); $19.95. (Noted but not reviewed in Winter 2005.)
Schanzer, Rosalyn. (2004). George vs. George: The American Revolution As Seen from Both Sides. Washington,
DC: National Geographic Society. 64 pp. ISBN: 0-7922-7349-4 (Hardcover); $16.95.
Warren, Andrea. (2004). Escape from Saigon: How a Vietnam War Orphan Became an American Boy. New
York: Farrar, Straus, and Giroux. 110 pp. ISBN 0-374-32224-4 (Hardcover); $17.00 (Noted but not
reviewed in Fall 2004.)
Webb, Sophie. (2004). Looking for Seabirds: Journal from an Alaskan Voyage. Boston: Houghton Mifflin.
48pp.; ISBN: 0-618-21235-3 (Hardcover); $16.00. (Reviewed in winter 2005 issue.)
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